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About This Game

MechTroid is a sci-fi themed shooter, the gameplay consists of shooting your way through the levels getting upgrades as you go
and learning the different enemy types like many arcade classics.

this game features 8 increasingly difficult levels with varying enemy types that will keep you on your toes.
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Title: Mech Troid
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Daimen Gaming
Publisher:
Daimen Gaming
Release Date: 3 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nvidia gtx 220

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 250 MB available space
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Love the cartoonish graphics and controls are really fast and smooth. Love the animation and the way my mech looks. For 1.99,
this game is a fun retro-ish shooter arcade game. Would love to see the developer expand on this more. Keep the graphics and
controls the same but add more features. Add more weapons that can be switched too. Missiles, machine guns, Bombs and
mines. Create an open world and missions to go on.

The game is very linear and the weapons feel pretty much the same.. I played for what felt like an hour but probably 15 minutes
before I realized there's not much of a point here. There's a blue and a pink upgrade. Your bullets change colors but you can't
fully tell if you're supposed to be collecting them both or just one color to power up that color. and the levels are a few minutes
long and just ultimately repeat. the mobs get a little bit harder and your guns get a little bit more powerful every level in this
infinite battle. There's no scores, no loot, not even an indication of what level you're on. it's just you and your bullets against
them and their bullets. forever.
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